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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the utility of dimen-

sionality reduction as a tool to analyze and simplify the
structure space probed by de novo protein structure
prediction methods. We conduct a principled com-
parative analysis in order to identify which techniques
are effective and can be further used in decoy selection.
The analysis allows drawing several interesting obser-
vations. For instance, many of the reportedly state-of-
the-art non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques
fare poorly and are outperformed by linear techniques
that tend to have consistent performance across var-
ious protein structure data sets. The analysis in this
paper is likely to open the way to new techniques that
make use of the reduced dimensions to organize pro-
tein structure data so as to automatically detect the
elusive native structure of a protein. We show some
preliminary results in this direction.

1 Introduction

The three-dimensional (native) structure into
which a specific chain of amino acids folds under phys-
iological conditions determines to a great extent the
molecular partners onto which a protein will bind and
thus the recognition events in which a protein will par-
ticipate in the cell [3]. In the post-genomic era, there
is an increasing need for computational methods to
predict such structures in order to keep up with the
millions of uncharacterized protein-encoding gene se-
quences [2]. A popular group of methods that oper-
ate in the absence of a template structure, known as
de novo structure prediction methods, generate thou-
sands or more low-energy structures of a given amino-
acid sequence under the umbrella of stochastic opti-
mization [18]. These methods then conduct what is
referred to as decoy selection; the computed structures
are typically organized into clusters based on struc-
tural similarity and offer any of the top k populated
clusters as possibly containing the native structure;
common values of k range from 1 to 10.

In this paper we investigate the utility of dimen-
sionality reduction as a tool to analyze and simplify

protein structure spaces probed by de novo structure
prediction methods. Dimensionality reduction tech-
niques are often employed to extract the collective vari-
ables that explain the dynamics of biomolecules, but
their applicability is typically restricted to structures
obtained via Molecular Dynamics (MD) or in the wet
laboratory [6,8,9,13,16,17]. Moreover, existing studies
select a specific dimensionality reduction technique for
application, but fail to conduct a principled compara-
tive analysis of different available techniques.

We conduct here a comparative analysis of repre-
sentative dimensionality reduction techniques on pro-
tein structures generated via the Rosetta de novo
structure prediction protocol [10]. Our analysis builds
on established research in the machine learning com-
munity on extracting the intrinsic dimension of a
dataset and then comparing such-dimensional embed-
dings obtained from different techniques via informa-
tive metrics. Typically, such analyses are conducted
on synthetic data, where the intrinsic dimension is a
priori known. In contrast, in our setting, the intrin-
sic dimension of the structure space of a protein is not
known. For this reason, we first determine the intrinsic
dimension of the structure space of each protein which
then facilitates an objective comparative analysis of
different dimensionality reduction techniques.

This paper makes several contributions. A princi-
pled comparative analysis of dimensionality reduction
techniques on protein structure data is likely to be
useful in organizing protein structure data for predict-
ing native structures. The findings here are also likely
to be of interest to the machine learning community,
as they demonstrate the behavior of well-understood
and mature techniques on real-world, protein struc-
ture data. This data is a discrete representation of
an unknown structure space that is possibly sampled
at widely-different densities by stochastic optimiza-
tion algorithms in de novo structure prediction. On
such data, we show, for instance, that many of the re-
portedly sophisticated nonlinear dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques fare poorly and, instead, linear tech-



niques perform best or have consistent good perfor-
mance across various datasets and parameter settings.

2 Method

2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation of
Intrinsic Dimension

We determine the intrinsic dimension of each
dataset via the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
algorithm proposed in [12]. Rather than relying on
an analysis of accumulation of variance, the algorithm
takes a geometric and statistical approach. Let us
regard the natural dataset as a list of points i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, with corresponding coordinates x1, . . . , xn
in some high-dimensional space Rm. In our case, n
is the number of Rosetta-computed structures for a
given protein sequence, and m is the number of Carte-
sian coordinates of the CA atoms (3x number of amino
acids in the protein sequence).

The intrinsic dimension m̂k of the manifold where
the data are assumed to lie can be calculated from
the local intrinsic dimension around each point xi
as a function of the number k of nearest neighbors:
m̂k = 1/n

∑n
i=1 m̂k(xi). The local intrinsic dimen-

sion around a point x is calculated as: m̂k(x) =

[1/(k − 1)
∑k−1

j=1 log (Ek(x)/Ej(x))]−1, where j varies
over the number of selected neighbors, and Ej(x) is
the Euclidean distance from a fixed point x to its j-th
nearest neighbor.

Rather than relying on a visual interpretation
of changes in m̂k as a function of k, an intrinsic di-
mension m̂ is calculated as the average over a range
of small to moderate values k ∈ {k1, . . . , k2 as in:

m̂ = 1/(k2 − k1 + 1)
∑k2

k=k1
m̂k. We employ the above

method for its improved accuracy over correlation and
geometric methods on synthetic and natural datasets.
Additionally, a publicly-available implementation of
this algorithm exists in the Matlab toolbox

2.2 Dimensionality Reduction Techniques

We investigate here linear and nonlinear tech-
niques. Our baseline linear technique is Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). Four nonlinear tech-
niques are considered, Locally Linear Embedding
(LLE), Isomap, Local Diffusion Map (LDFMap), and
kernel PCA (KPCA). A description of each of these
techniques is provided in Ref. [19]. Briefly, PCA trans-
lates and rotates the dataset so the new axes maximize
the variance in the data. In our application of PCA,
all structures are first aligned to a reference structure
selected arbitrarily to be the first one computed by
the Rosetta protocol. The alignment process is the one
typically used to compute the least root-mean-squared
deviation (lRMSD) between two structures [15]. This
is done so as to remove differences due to the trivial

rigid-body motions and instead focus on structural dif-
ferences. The eigendecomposition is conducted on the
matrix of atomic displacements from an average model
computed over all aligned models. KPCA is a refor-
mulation of PCA in a high-dimensional space resulting
from a (polynomial) kernel function.

LLE and Isomap are similar to each-other, both
relying on a graph representation of the points, where
each point is connected to its k nearest neighbors, with
k being a user parameter. In LLE, the data points are
linear combinations of their nearest neighbors. In the
low-dimensional embedding, LLE seeks to retain the
reconstruction weights in the linear combinations. In
Isomap, the distance between two points is the shortest
path in the graph. The resulting pairwise distance
matrix is subjected to eigendecomposition.

While PCA, KPCA, and Isomap are global
techniques, LLE and LDFMap are local techniques.
LDFMap is a diffusion-based technique proposed
in [16] to correct issues in the global diffusion map
technique. The latter performs an eigendecomposi-
tion of a matrix of so-called diffusion distances and
re-interprets the distance between two points as a dif-
fusion distance. LDFMap relies on the notion of a local
scale and local dimensionality rather than assuming
that all data lie on the same dimensional manifold.

2.3 Performance Metrics

We consider three metrics here, trustworthi-
ness, continuity, and Local Continuity Meta-Criterion
(LCMC).

Trustworthiness Trustworthiness and continuity
have been proposed in [20]. Trustworthiness mea-
sures to what extent the local neighborhood of a
point in the lower-dimensional embedding space is cor-
rect in the high-dimensional original space. Continu-
ity measures to what extent the local neighborhood
in the high-dimensional, original space is preserved
in the low-dimensional, embedding space. Specifi-
cally, given k nearest neighbors of a point, trustwor-
thiness Tk(i) is measured as 1 − 2/(N · k − 3 · k −
1)

∑n
i=1

∑
j∈Uk(i)

[r(i, j)−k]. In this equation, Uk(i) is
the set of points in the neighborhood of size k of point
i in the low-dimensional, embedding space but not in
the original, high-dimensional space. r(i, j) is the rank
of point j with respect to point i in the original, high-
dimensional space; that is, how many points are closer
to point i than point j in the original space. This rank
must be greater than k, since per the above formula
j is not among the k nearest neighbors of point i in
the original space. A higher value of trustworthiness
means the reduction is more trustworthy in preserving
nearest neighbors.



Continuity Continuity is defined in a similar man-
ner. Now let Vk(i) be the set of elements in the neigh-
borhood of point i in the original space but not in
the embedding space. Let r̂(i, j) represent the rank
in the embedding space. Then, given a number k
of nearest neighbors, continuity C(k) is defined as:
1− 2/(N · k − 3 · k − 1)

∑n
i=1

∑
j∈Vk(i)

[r̂(i, j)− k].

Characteristics of Trustworthiness and Conti-
nuity Trustworthiness and continuity capture the
quality of an embedding, distinguishing two types of
errors. Faraway points that become neighbors de-
crease trustworthiness. Neighbors embedded faraway
from each-other decrease continuity. Trustworthi-
ness and continuity on random neighbors are approx-
imately 0.5 [20]. Since both metrics vary with k, it is
in principle not clear how to compare two embeddings
obtained with two different dimensionality reduction
techniques. Since higher values of both these metrics
are desired, we summarize the progression of trustwor-
thiness and continuity as a function of k with the area
under the curve (AUC). In section 3 we show these
curves as a function of k on a selected dataset and
then employ AUC to compare the different reduction
techniques across many different datasets.

LCMC LCMC belongs to a family of local con-
tinuity meta-criteria that is defined as the average
size of the overlap of the k nearest neighbors in the
high-dimensional data (original space) and the low-
dimensional embedding space [4, 5]. The overlap is
tracked as the number of nearest neighbors is in-
creased. The embedding space employed here is the
one obtained after determining the intrinsic dimension,
as described above. The higher the number of nearest
neighbors, the higher the size of the expected overlap,
eventually reaching 100%. A reduction technique that
reaches higher LCMC values with a smaller number of
neighbors is considered more useful at providing more
faithful embeddings of a high-dimensional space.

Implementation Details Most of the reduction
techniques compared here are available via the python
scikit.learn library in python. LDFMap has been pro-
vided to us by the original authors. The code to calcu-
late LCMC has also been provided to us by the original
authors. Determining the intrinsic dimension on each
of the protein datasets takes about 10 hours in the
Matlab implementation. The running time of the dif-
ferent reduction techniques and the calculation of the
various metrics takes anywhere from 10 to 20 hours.
The latter were run on the Mason Argo cluster.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental Setup

The 11 proteins on which we conduct our analysis
are shown in detail in Table 3.1. Column 1 shows the

PDB id of the known native structure in each case
(PDB refers to the Protein Data Bank where wet-
laboratory experts deposit resolved native structures
of proteins [1]). The selected proteins are diverse in
fold (column 2); based on PDB macromolecule anno-
tations 3 are all or mainly α, 5 are all or mainly β,
2 are α + β, and 1 is largely void of secondary struc-
tures. The selected proteins range in length from 54
to 139 amino acids (column 3). For each protein se-
quence, more than 50, 000 structures are generated via
Rosetta on the Mason Argo cluster; the actual size of
the structural ensemble Ω generated for each protein
is shown in column 4. For the purpose of analysis,
only structures with Rosetta (score12) all-atom ener-
gies no higher than the median are retained for each
protein. This energetic filtering, which we conduct in
order to focus on structures with lower energies, effec-
tively reduces the number of structures subjected to
the dimensionality reduction techniques in half.

Table 1: Datasets and Intrinsic Dimension
PDB ID Fold Length |Ω| m̂

1BQ9 β 54 53, 664 11
1ISUA coil 62 60, 361 15
1C8CA β 64 53, 323 10
1SAP β 66 51, 210 9

1WAPA β 75 51, 842 9
1AOY α 78 52, 219 10
1CC5 α 83 51, 688 14
1TIG α+ β 94 52, 100 10
1HHP β 99 52, 160 12
2EZK α 99 50, 193 10
1FWP α+ β 139 53, 134 10

3.2 Intrinsic Dimension

The intrinsic dimension m̂ calculated for each of
the 11 dataset with the MLE algorithm is shown in
column 5 in Table 3.1. The results show that m̂ varies
between 9 and 15. No correlation is observed with
protein length. It is worth noting that the m̂ values
are significantly lower than the (original) dimension
m fed to the various reduction techniques; based on
the lengths shown in column 3 in Table 3.1, m varies
from 54 x 3 to 139 x 3 Cartesian coordinates. The
determined m̂ values represent up to 50 fold reductions
over m. Further details are provided by showing m̂k

values over a range {k1, . . . , k2} of nearest neighbors.

3.3 Performance Comparison

Figure 2 compares the different dimensionality re-
duction techniques based on the three performance
metrics listed in Section 2 on each of the 11 differ-
ent datasets. LLE is consistently the worst performer



Figure 1: The intrinsic dimension m̂k is shown as a
function of the number k of nearest neighbors for each
of the different proteins.

across the different techniques, followed by KPCA.
LDFMap also performs unreliably across the differ-
ent datasets. The top two techniques are Isomap and
PCA. PCA is consistently the top performer. Further
details are provided on a selected protein (with PDB
id of the native structure 1FWP). Figure 3 tracks the
metrics as a function of the number of neighbors.

3.4 Utility for Decoy Selection

We demonstrate the utility of dimensionality re-
duction techniques for discriminating near-native from
non-native structures predicted from de novo structure
prediction software, such as Rosetta. The above re-
sults suggest that two top reliable techniques across di-
verse proteins are Isomap and PCA. So, it is worth in-
vestigating these two techniques further on their abil-
ity to capture not only the topology of the structure
space of a particular protein but also expose charac-
teristics that may be useful in extracting regions of the
space near the native structure.

In particular, our analysis (not shown here) is
that while Isomap is often outperformed by PCA when
metrics are calculated on embedding of intrinsic di-
mension, it performs very well in two-dimensional em-
beddings that are often useful for visualization. We il-
lustrate this via a visual demonstration in Figure 4 for
a selected protein (with native structure under PDB
id 1FWP). The Rosetta-generated structures are com-
pared via CA lRMSD to the native structure. The
projections of the computed structures on the top two
(based on variance) eigenvectors are color-coded based
on their CA lRMSD values from the native structure.
We refer to these projections as collective coordinates
(CVs), and visualize the two-dimensional maps of the

Figure 2: All techniques (in different colors, x axis)
are compared across the different proteins (y axis) on
three metrics, trustworthiness, continuity, and LCMC
(z axis).



Figure 3: Performance of all techniques (in different
colors, legend) is detailed on a selected protein on the
three metrics.

structure space probed by Rosetta as obtained from
Isomap.

Figure 4: Projections of Rosetta-computed structures
on the top two eigenvectors are color-coded based on
their CA lRMSD from the known native structure
(PDB id 1FWP).

Figure 4 shows strong co-localization; that is,
structures with low CA lRMSDs from the native struc-
tures are also closer to the native structure (marked
with a red X) in the two-dimensional projections. This
specific results suggest that proceeding via clustering
and other machine learning techniques on the space of
collective variables may be useful in decoy selection.
In particular, in the context of supervised classifica-
tion, where the number of features needs to be small
and the features need to be informative, the collective
coordinates elucidated from dimensionality reduction
techniques may prove useful.

4 Conclusion

The results presented in this paper allow draw-
ing several conclusions. First, the intrinsic dimension-
ality of structure data generated by de novo struc-
ture prediction methods is likely to be low; at least
one order of magnitude less than the number of di-
hedral angle fragments usually employed for sampling
by these methods. This finding is in agreement with
growing knowledge of intrinsic co-operative protein
dynamics. Second, linear dimensionality reduction
techniques are likely to perform reliably well on pro-
tein structure data. It is worth noting that previous
comparative reviews of dimensionality reduction tech-
niques have reached similar conclusions on different
data sets. Work in [19] shows that nonlinear tech-
niques perform well on synthetic datasets but do not
outperform PCA on real-world data. One of the con-



tributions of this paper is further supporting this con-
clusion on protein structure data.

The methodology presented in this paper can also
be considered a protocol for determining which di-
mensionality reduction technique to employ in reduc-
ing biomolecular structure data both for analysis of
biomolecular dynamics as well as for simulation of the
dynamics via stochastic optimization algorithm that
operate on reduced variable spaces [7, 14]. Moreover,
in the strict context of protein structure data, the re-
duced dimensions may be useful to organize de novo
computed structures of a protein sequence for decoy
selection. Future research will investigate this direc-
tion, as well as broaden the comparative analysis to
more datasets, more dimensionality reduction tech-
niques, and more metrics [11].
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